List of Promotion & Tenure Revisions

E. Academic Experience/ Employment History
   • Print “Brief Description” hard-coded label, only if data exists.

G.3.a Contributions in Curriculum Development
   • Print sub-header “Term Year, Course Prefix, Course Number-Section Number” to each record, only if data exits
   • Format: Indent left “0.5”

H.1.1 Refereed
   • Remove “was this peer-reviewed/refereed?” from criteria
   • Add a numbered list (numbering style 1,2,3…) to citation and restart numbering at 1 + for each “Contribution Type”.
   • Add hard-coded label “DOI: [Digital Object Identifier (DOI)]” and “Refereed: [Was this peer-reviewed/refereed?]” to citation, print only if data exists.
   • Indent left at “.5”

H.1.2 Not Refereed
   • Add a numbered list of contributions and restart numbering at 1 + for each “Contribution Type”
   • Add hard-coded label “DOI: [Digital Object Identifier (DOI)]” and “Refereed: [Was this peer-reviewed/refereed?]” to citation, print only if data exists.
   • Indent citation: left “.5”

H.1.3 Artistic and Professional Performances and Exhibits
   • Delete “brief description” from citation because it is listed on the citation twice.

H.2 Presentations
   • Add a numbered list (numbering style 1,2,3…) to citation and restart numbering at 1 + for each “Contribution Type”
   • Add “Abstract/Synopsis”, “Presentation”, and “Comments” hard-coded labels. Print only if data exists.
   • Indent left at “.5”

H.3 Funded Proposals
   • Add a numbered list (numbering style 1,2,3…) to citation and restart numbering at 1 + for each “Contribution Type”.
   • Indent left at “.5”

H.4 Pending or Rejected Proposals
   • Add a numbered list (numbering style 1,2,3…) to citation and restart numbering at 1 + for each “Contribution Type”.
   • Indent left at “.5”